
Nighthawk Front Horn No. 1132 

The Nighthawk is sold as a finished product including drivers.  The customer must assemble the horn using the provided screws.  

This product is custom built to order and can be customized upon request.  

Specifications 

 x6 4" midrange drivers per horn (Faital 4FE32) 

 x1 1" compression driver per horn (RCF ND-350) 

 5kHz crossover point  

 Frequency Response 200Hz - 20kHz  

 130dB SPL maximum output @ 1 meter per horn  

 100dB Sensitivity @1watt  

 Overall size (see drawings)  

 Sealed rear chamber 

 90 degree horizontal off-axis coverage across bandwidth  

 Made from stacked layers of Baltic Birch Plywood, stained with tough conversion varnish satin clear.  
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Measurements  
I began by doing electrical and acoustical measurement on the midrange horn. 

 

Impedance Curve  

 

The impedance response is precisely as calculated based on my simulations.  I've targeted 

a 200Hz system FS which puts it well below the horn's 350Hz Fc.   Also note that the six 

Faital 4FE32 drivers are wired in Series Parallel for a tube amp friendly 11 ohm load.  

Wiring could be configured for a lower impedance and higher sensitivity (efficiency 

remains the same).  
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Nighthawk Midrange Horn Impedance Response  

Frequency Response 
 

Below is the measured frequency response.  The midrange horn has a -3dB downpoint at 

around 180Hz.  The horn provides around 100dB sensitivity with the 11 ohm load.   The 

horn provides extension to around 1.5kHz where it gently falls -12dB at 2.6kHz. 

 

 

Nighthawk midrange horn raw frequency response  

 

 

Step Response  
 

The Nighthawk midrange front horn step response is shown below. 
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Nighthawk midrange front horn step response  

Burst Decay  

 

Nighthawk midrange front horn burst decay  

 

Off Axis Performance 
 

Below is the the horizontal off-axis performance of the midrange front horn.  The horn 

provides stable pattern control from about 600Hz to 4kHz where it starts to narrow.  

Across it's bandwidth it provides a 90 degrees of horizontal coverage. 
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Nighthawk midrange front horn off-axis coloured polar map  

Showing the same measurements as an off-axis waterfall... 

 

Nighthawk midrange front horn off-axis waterfall map  

Distortion  
Distortion remains around 0.20% for D3 and D4 for the midrange horn's bandwidth. 

 Please note these values do not represent the actual lowest distortion capability of the 

speaker.  These measurements serve as an indicator that there is nothing wrong and that 

there are no sources of distortion that would hinder ultimate sound quality.   
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Nighthawk midrange front horn distortion percentage  

Showing the same measurement but in the dB scale shows that distortion is -59dB for D3 

at 1kHz.   

 

  
 

High Frequency Horn Measurements  

 

The high frequency horn uses one of my favourite affordable compression drivers. 

 The RCF ND-350 is combined with the central 2kHz 1” ES horn.  The horn does 

not have the full wrap-around geometry however it does in the vertical axis.  
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Impedance Response  
 

 

Nighthawk HF Horn Impedance Response 

 

Below is the raw frequency response of the high frequency horn. 

 

 

Nighthawk HF raw frequency response  

Off-axis Performance  
The HF Horn horizontal off-axis shows good pattern control down to around 3kHz.  

Coverage remains wide at 90 degrees at 15kHz.  
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Nighthawk HF horizontal off-axis coloured polar map  

Showing the same measurements as a waterfall plot... 

 

Nighthawk HF horizontal off-axis waterfall map  

Step Response  
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Nighthawk HF horn step response  

Burst Decay  

 

Nighthawk HF horn burst decay  

 

Distortion  
Distortion remains commendably low at 0.12% for D3 at 5kHz. 
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Nighthawk HF Horn Distortion (Percent)  

Showing the same measurement but with the dB scale... 

 

Nighthawk HF horn distortion (dB scale)  

Crossover Point Considerations 
Below is the frequency response with a standard 5kHz 24dB/LR crossover.  It should be 

noted that I made no attempt to equalize the response since the context of this blog post is 

to look at the raw data as it relates to driver and horn performance.  It is a simple matter 

to implement an EQ contour circuit in the passive crossover or simply apply PEQ if using 

DSP. 
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Nighthawk frequency response with 5kHz 24dB/LR crossover  

 

On the plus side the off-axis coloured polar map for the above frequency response shows 

very good pattern control across it's bandwidth.  There is some buildup of off-axis energy 

in the 3.5kHz region which may be a result of the on-axis frequency response dip.   

 

Nighthawk horizontal off-axis polar response of both midrange and high frequency horn combined using a 5kHz 24dB/LR crossover point.   
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